
Stay up to speed with the 
newest ways of using Al in 
your day-to-day tasks

Unlock AI-powered 
productivity with 
Microsoft 365 
Copilot

Putting Generative AI to work

Microsoft 365 Copilot provides a  
whole new way of work

Leverage the power of Large Language Models and Microsoft 365 Graph to turn 
your words into actions embedded across Microsoft 365 applications.

Uplevel  
skills
by providing rich 
functionality using 
natural language

M365 Copilot enables you to: 

Unleash 
creativity 
by saving hours 
writing, researching, 
and editing

Unlock 
productivity
by automating tasks 
and summarizing long 
documents

Schedule your M365 Copilot 
Innovation Workshop

Quisitive is a premier, global Microsoft Partner that harnesses the Microsoft cloud platform and complementary 
technologies, including custom solutions and first-party offerings, to generate transformational impact for enterprise 
customers. Quisitive has consistently been recognized as a leading Microsoft Partner with 16 Specializations and all 6 
Solution Partner Designations.

ask@quisitive.com     quisitive.com

Schedule now

Unlock data Al-driven insights
Analyze and explore your data seamlessly a single prompt,  
with no need for formulas or modifications.

Identify key insights by 
analyzing and visualizing 

in a prompt.

Identify trends, correlate 
data, and visualize it with 

intuitive commands.

Effortlessly highlight, filter, 
and sort data to focus on 

what truly matters.

Run complex calculations 
with ease using formula 

column suggestions.

Make your Words shine
Generate content, text summaries, and make edits to supercharge your 
creativity and free up time for more valuable tasks.

    
Create effortless drafts 
based on the document 

outline or structure.

Save time and boost 
productivity by recapping 

documents.

Add and customize text 
in specific sections to 
specific writing tones.

Enhance your document 
with text-to-table 
transformation.

Make your Inbox a happier place
Catch up, prepare, follow-up, manage meetings, and write impactful 
communication in a fraction of time.

Compose emails quickly 
striking the right tone by 

getting recommendations.

Condense long email 
conversations into short, 
informative summaries.

Organize your inbox by 
promptly responding to 

high-priority emails.

Write full-length email 
drafts based on other 

documents.

Create and repurpose Presentations like a pro
Transform your documents into polished, personalized, and professional-
looking presentations with nothing but ideas and vision.

Create presentations from 
scratch using just natural 

language commands.

Condense text-heavy 
slides into those with 
concise bullet points.

Generate bulleted 
summaries of your 

lengthy presentations

Quickly rephrase text and 
restructure slides to craft 
on-topic presentations.

Harness insights from your Meetings and Chats
Streamline communication, foster team alignment, and get actionable to-do 
lists from Teams Meetings and Chats.

Let Al take meeting notes 
organized into highlights, 

and action items.

Pre-fill meeting agendas 
based on chat history and 

related documents.

Understand POVs of 
colleagues on specific 

topics by analyzing chats.

Get meeting summaries, 
to-dos, and action items 
even without attending.

Create value with Al-enhanced collaboration
Keep your team synchronized by brainstorming, collaborating, creating, and 
summarizing all the content on the Microsoft Loop Page.

Insert document 
summaries on top of any 

page, in a click.

Automatically summarize 
customer conversations 
with specific citations.

Quickly pick data sets 
from excel and turn them 

into complete tables.

Highlight key items 
by mentioning team 

members in your project.

Take the first step to 
unlock transformation 
with Quisitive
Envision the art of the possible with 
Generative AI in your organization.
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